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We present several practical, experience based improvements to the interactive evolution of both 2D images and animation using symbolic functions as genotypes [3] . The goal of these improvements is to strengthen the interactive evolution toolset and give the artist greater control and expressive power.
We have found it very useful to treat the output from symbolic functions as high dynamic range images, and apply any one of the many available tone operators to the image before display. One of our favorites is Reinhard's "simple" operator L/(1+L) [2] , which smoothly compresses luminances from [0, +∞) to [0, 1] . The user also has gamma, exposure and color controls.
Mutations are undoubtedly the key to efficiently exploring the space of interesting, aesthetic images, so we develop new mutation types that increase a genotype's complexity in generic ways while preserving the phenotype's main characteristics.
Providing user controls over mutation types, rates and biases has proven extremely useful. Every automatic heuristic we tried inevitably reduced usability in some situations. Thus the user is given more fine-grained controls to adjust the mutation process:
• Select or mask individual mutations types • Adjust relative probability per mutation type • Node mutation probability & height bias
The user is also provided with several types of genotype transforms that affect the way genotypes respond to mutation: These new alignments allow much greater freedom when animating using the genetic cross dissolve by providing a way to blend between arbitrary genotypes that were previously unblendable. The optimal alignment also yields animation that more closely relates to the structural similarities in the genotypes.
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